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EDITOR'S NOTE: For the past eight years, Agora Partners has specialized in identifying and

creating value-add opportunities in urban environments, employing creative real estate tools

and techniques to leverage neighborhood improvement strategies, unlock value and improve lo-

cal quality of life. This article shares their perspective and approach, which focuses on applying

the often disparate skill sets of urban planning and real estate concurrently to distill neighbor-

hood and stakeholder needs in parallel with development feasibility.

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT (IN
BRIEF)

Real estate investing and development is,

at its core, nothing more than guessing. By

using past events, an investor makes predic-

tions about the future. The search for devel-

opment sites or adaptive reuse prospects is

based on predicting future demand for the

�nished product. Determining how much the

project will cost to build and what the project

will ultimately be worth is based on historical

precedent.

Similarly, determining the project program

and the form of the project is often based on

past performance, in terms of market accep-

tance, of similar concepts. Want to know how

much a newly-built condominium will sell for

when it is completed two years from now?

The common tool for �nding the answer is to

consult “comps,” or comparable sales. Since

a 1,000 square-foot, two-bedroom, two-bath

condo sold for $250,000 yesterday, that

means that the same size and layout will sell

for $260,000 two years from now. Of course,

that assumes that absolutely nothing will

happen in the world that might a�ect the

price of that condo. Right? Wrong?

Your guess might be better than mine, or

better informed than mine, but it is still just a

guess.

PUBLIC SECTOR PLANNING (ALSO IN
BRIEF)

Now take urban planning. Comprehensive

plans for an entire city, neighborhood plans,

or speci�c plans for designated parcels are

similarly based on guesses. However, the

historical metrics and predicted outcomes

driving these plans are of a di�erent type.

While developers typically begin a project by

researching comparable projects, planners

are looking at demographic information—

population growth, household size, incomes,

to name but a few of the many factors—to

determine where development should, or

could, occur and what types of uses should

be permitted.
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Certainly, predicting growth with such data

is also part of some developers' toolboxes,

but developers will typically use such infor-

mation for time horizons of less than �ve

years, whereas planners largely consider

timelines greater than �ve years, and most

often for ten years and beyond.

Planners then layer inputs from urban

design guidelines, economic development

initiatives, historic preservation overlays,

transportation plans (which in and of them-

selves could include bus routes, pedestrian

paths, roadways, etc.), and so on and so

forth. These inputs ultimately inform develop-

ers' plans and, in cases where developers

are seeking discretionary approvals, may act

as trade currency between planners and

developers.

Throughout this process, planners are

engaging the community in various outreach

e�orts to temper a plan's assumptions with

real-world perspectives from stakeholders.

Whether through public forums, workshops,

roundtables, charrettes, etc., the opinions so-

licited and knowledge shared—whether or

not a constructive consensus is reached—

comprise part of an extensive document that

testi�es to a large quantity of research

intended to pave the way for a certain type

of development to occur.

PARALLEL PATHS DO NOT
INTERSECT

While urban planning and real estate

development are inextricably linked—the for-

mer sets the rules and the latter acts upon

them—the inputs used in the decision-

making process for the respective sides are

somewhat divergent. Because developers are

charged with producing supply, their research

is focused on comparable products. Because

planners are charged with serving the public

interest—the demand—their research is

focused on people.

The paths become even more divergent

when the planners' or the developers' as-

sumptions about these respective sides are

wrong. Certainly, when past events are being

used to predict future outcomes, someone is

bound to be wrong.

Skilled real estate developers are largely

able to navigate inevitable changes and

adjust accordingly. To wit, if demographics

shift to favor families over single households

in a particular neighborhood, the developer

can shift the unit mix away from studios in

favor of two- or three-bedroom units during

the design and/or approvals stage.

Practically speaking, the project size and

aesthetics do not necessarily have to change;

rather, interior walls can be redesigned to

resize units, for example. If �nancing terms

change so that buying becomes less favor-

able, those condos can become rentals.

While changes such as these can rarely be

made instantaneously, they nevertheless can

occur in a relatively compressed timeline.

What happens when a community plan

needs to adjust to changing realities on the

ground?

The public process a�orded to a democ-

racy is such that community plan revisions,

updates, and subsequent zoning amend-

ments and reverberant impacts most often

initiate new rounds of soliciting, collecting

and analyzing community input. This process,

in an e�ort to be thorough and comprehen-

sive, can take years in some cases.

From there, urban planning experts—typi-

cally outside consultants working with a city

planning agency – make recommendations

that are then presented to the decision mak-
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ers, e.g. city council members. The decision

makers vote for or against the plan, and then

send the plan back to the planners to docu-

ment those decisions accordingly. Needless

to say, this is not a quick process.

THE NEED FOR CHANGE

Unfortunately, today �nds increasingly

urgent situations in cities, which necessitate

a fundamental realignment of the planning

and development process. Developers act

opportunistically, meaning they act quickly

upon changes in the market, and can adjust,

at least in part, in response to these urgent

situations. Planning departments, for reasons

mentioned above, cannot react so quickly

and, thus, miss opportunistic prospects.

In the real estate world, booms seem to

get higher and higher, busts go deeper, and

cycles continuously seem to get shorter.

While this observation is well documented in

various media, there already seems to be a

lack of understanding (or an absence of gen-

uine willingness to understand) combined

with a lack of appreciation for where the real

estate markets have been and where they

are going.

The real estate market seems once again

to be functioning based on the fundamentals

of �nancial markets, as opposed to real

estate fundamentals (of which �nancial

markets are certainly a part, but only one

part of many). Funds have mountains of

money that they are under pressure to

deploy, funds keep getting bigger, and real

estate investing is following the trend as cap

rates and returns push ever lower. Low inter-

est rates, combined with this �ood of capital,

are exacerbating and further driving cap rates

lower.

Pricing in most markets appears to show

recovery, or maybe even approaching a peak.

The �ve stages of real estate market cycles

are recession, recovery, expansion, equilib-

rium and hyper-supply. Actual demographic

data—e.g. job creation and household in-

come—point to recovery. However, real

estate development activity, lease rates and

vacancies show, for the most part, expansion.

But then again, �nancial markets are pointing

dangerously close to hyper-supply, with the

low interest rates, cap rates, and return

thresholds identi�ed above.

In broader terms, the world does not feel

as though it is in full recovery. Economically,

the disparities between rich and poor are at

their largest, and are apparent at the local,

regional, and national levels. Environmentally,

climate change is more aggressively altering

the physical landscape and ecology of cities

and regions, resulting in dramatic seasonal

cycles and increasing threats of natural

disasters.

These factors, when considered alongside

globalization, public health, technology, and

myriad transportation considerations, rapidly

shift attention toward or away from entire

city neighborhoods—and in some cases,

entire cities—leaving the future of a signi�-

cant number of communities in jeopardy.

It can be argued that the speed with which

real estate, economic, and environmental

cycles are occurring follows a similar trajec-

tory to Moore's Law, which states that the

number of transistors on a computer micro-

chip will double approximately every two

years, thereby increasing processing speeds.

This observation was �rst made by Gordon

Moore, co-founder of Intel, almost �fty years

ago, and still holds true. And yet, technology,

more than most industries, and certainly more

than planning and development, operates not
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on precedent, but on innovation. The industry

is almost entirely forward-looking. So compa-

nies like Intel, while documenting the founda-

tional observation of Moore, use his observa-

tion to compel progress.

While some may argue that consumer

goods, such as microprocessors, are not

comparable to real estate, it is important to

remember that real estate is the largest

consumer good, within which all other con-

sumer goods are created and housed and

consumer activities take place.

ENTREPRENEURIAL PLANNING

At the time he co-founded Intel, Moore was

most likely considered a businessman. Had

he founded Intel today, he would more likely

be known as an entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs,

like real estate developers, are, by their very

nature, risk takers.

Public planners are not risk takers within

the purview of their posts, nor should they

be. But, given the speed and breadth with

which change is occurring, there is a de�ned

need for entrepreneurial planning if cities and

neighborhoods are to sustain themselves in

the face of ever-increasing competition and

challenging conditions.

The process by which an entrepreneur ap-

proaches a project is worth considering

brie�y. For starters, successful entrepreneurs

do not �rst consider “projects” at all, but

“ideas.” This idea can originate out of a

problem statement such as “My phone

doesn't work well”. Or it can start from a

positive statement such as “I'd like to create

a new way to communicate.”

Regardless of the origin, there is often little

time spent considering how this idea will

translate into physical form during this initial

phase. It is a need-based approach �rst, and

a design and delivery approach once that

need has been identi�ed.

For planners, this step means substituting,

“Our community needs a comprehensive

plan” or, “Our community needs a�ordable

housing,” with “Our residents need new op-

portunities to improve their quality of life.”

Idea in hand, the entrepreneur pursues

seed funding to develop the idea further.

Funding can come from a variety of sources

and, again relative to planning and develop-

ment requires comparatively minimal back-

ground research and strategy. The emphasis

is on bold ideas with the potential for big

impacts.

Planners can similarly pursue funding to

develop their big ideas further, and should

consider public-private partnerships at the

“ideas” stage to allow the process to more

quickly advance into tangible projects. The

common method for such approaches is to

apply for grants, but a new approach could

include bringing developers and landowners

to the table to expressly identify community

needs and seek physical solutions that both

meet those needs and are economically

feasible.

Both sides—planners and developers—

need to remember that the former works in

the interests of the community, and the latter

works in the interest of deriving pro�ts in the

face of considerable risks. If communities can

obtain the uses they want and need through

the work of a developer, who is supplying

space and shelter for those uses, and the

developer can supply that product pro�tably,

then both sides are successful.

While options exist for creative partnership

structuring, the point here is to recognize the

synergies between need and know-how. The
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two sides should be, and are, complementary,

not at odds.

Working together, this step provides an

opportunity for planners, investors, and

developers to collaborate much earlier than

the traditional planning and development

process. More often than not, projects that

have been successful down the road

stemmed from public-private partnerships

that assessed neighborhood and stakeholder

needs in tandem with development feasibility

to limit and moderate the eventual hurdles

that arise.

In essence, the guesswork inherent in

planning and development is reduced due to

the introduction of inputs from stakeholders

along the way. This is not dissimilar from a

developer bringing a contractor on to the

team early to address constructability and

value-engineering issues during the design

phase.

Let's return to the entrepreneurs' model.

Funding received, the entrepreneur goes into

rapid prototyping with the goal of translating

the idea into a product. There is the process

of honing its functionality and front-end

presentation:

(i) the ease with which its purpose can

be understood,

(ii) the speed at which it can be used,

and

(iii) the anticipated appeal of use.

Alongside that front-end is the fabrication

and back-end operations:

(i) the cost to make,

(ii) materials required,

(iii) labor needed,

(iv) management, and

(v) maintenance, etc.

A number of these prototypes will fail for a

variety of reasons. Through successive

improvements, product testing with focus

groups of potential users, expert reviews,

and media previews, the product is then

delivered to the market. In the design world,

charrettes are a super�cial attempt at this,

but rarely (if ever) do they include the market

analysts, lenders, and investors that help

determine the underlying economic feasibility

of such ventures.

But that is not the end for the entrepreneur.

There is a customer feedback loop so that

the next version of the product not only

improves upon what does not work, but

provides an opportunity for the product to

continue to remain relevant. This is where

developers can make alterations (to a point)

to their �nal product in response to market

dynamics, but where planners are often

hamstrung by the drawn out public processes

necessary to make many changes.

In practice, e�orts should be oriented

around the neighborhood scale to guide

incongruent land uses and con�icting stake-

holders toward progressively improving

neighborhood fabric.

Whether converting a mid-block surface

parking lot into a vibrant section of mixed-

use street retail and residential presence,

transforming sub-standard housing into a

new a�ordable housing development, or

exploring opportunities to convert single-

family residences into a mix of retail and of-

�ce space, to name a few examples, the

focus should be on delivering timely solutions

to expressed community needs.

The ability to assess development op-
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portunities across product types and scales,

particularly in service of and in collaboration

with community economic development strat-

egies, is a game-changer. Even further, when

a community's quality of life becomes the

orienting device for these economic develop-

ment strategies, true real estate value ex-

tends beyond brick-and-mortar into the ex-

perience of the place.

ENTREPRENEURIAL INVESTING AND
DEVELOPMENT

Let's say a city provides seed funding to a

local neighborhood that strongly believes it

has a certain need or opportunity (or perhaps

there is a certain citywide need that is ap-

plicable for each neighborhood). Then, that

neighborhood enlists a developer to help

realize its goals. This, of course, relies on the

community controlling the site(s) in question,

structuring partnerships with landowners,

and/or approaching the city together to pitch

their joint ideas.

In this last scenario, city planners, the

neighborhood, and developer together select

a publicly owned site to work with. The plan-

ner represents stakeholder interests and the

neighborhood's long term vision. The devel-

oper provides expertise related to �nancing,

project management and identifying the mar-

ket niches to be served.

This approach need not focus on large-

scale e�orts. In fact, small-scale e�orts may

be more palatable to diverse stakeholder

groups. And, although developers typically

�nd time better spent on larger projects with

larger pro�t potential, the potential elimina-

tion of entitlements uncertainty may prove

enough to attract top �ight developers.

Whatever the example, it is important to

convey that this process can, and perhaps

should, start small-scale. With entrepreneurs,

a product can be something that �ts in your

hand, or a service intended for individual

users. There is also usually a small core team

deeply dedicated to trying to develop the

product. But over time, the expectation is that

the product will have widespread, reverber-

ant impacts.

This is a counterargument to developing a

community plan, or at least to thinking di�er-

ently about how that community plan is

formulated and disseminated to stakeholders.

Neighborhood change on a timeline that will

be noticeable and make a substantial di�er-

ence to the community is much more surgical

and catalytic.

Real estate developers best exercise their

skills and know-how by �rst considering lo-

cation and then, after analysis and stake-

holder input, executing on highest and best

use in terms of not only �nancial returns, but

community needs, as well. Again, it is not

planners or stakeholders or communities

against developers. It is communities ex-

pressing their needs and desires, then at-

tracting a developer to work in partnership in

realizing the local vision and, �nally, city plan-

ners recognizing an aligned community vision.

Emphasis here is, again, on the fact that

this is a highly localized process for small-

scale developers. The di�erence between

locating the project address on one street

compared to the adjacent street can have

signi�cant impacts on the project value, for

example. Local stakeholders possess this

intimate knowledge and, therefore, should be

welcomed as development team members.

What's great about this approach? With a

willing partnership of community, developer

and city, it can start NOW.
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